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UNC-CH, School of Social Work has conducted three study abroad trips to China over the last three years, 2006-2009.
The trips are conducted in partnership with two social work programs in China: China Civil Affairs College (Beijing) and East China University of Science and Technology (Shanghai).

Banquet with the Chinese Students from ECOST
Our students have included:
MSW and BSW students from social work programs across the country, professors, field instructors, friends and relatives.

Cruise on the Huangpu River in Shanghai
THE TRIP (20 DAYS)

- Tourism in four cities, Beijing, Shanghai, Hangzhou and Xian
- Lectures on social and economic policy and on the development of social work as a profession
- Agency visits

China Civil Affairs College, Beijing
BEIJING, CHINA

Entrance to the Forbidden City

Buildings within the Forbidden City
THE GREAT WALL
OLYMPIC VILLAGE

The Water Cube

The Birds Nest
THE SUMMER PALACE

Summer Home of the Qing Dynasty
SHANGHAI

Botanical Garden

Practicing Tai Chi
DOWNTOWN SHANGHAI

At the Pearl Tower

Nighttime Skyline
Lin Ying Temple

Statues of Buddha
Traditional Tea Ceremony

Wonderful Architecture
HUA QING HOT SPRINGS, XIAN
AGENCY VISITS

Community Health Clinic

Traditional Chinese Medical Doctor
AGENCY VISITS (CONT’D)

Pediatric Hospital

Learning a new skill
AGENCY VISITS (CONT’D)

Sanlin Community Center

Workshop for adults with mental retardation
LECTURES

- Introduction to Shanghai
- Chinese Social Policy and Welfare System
- Chinese Rural Transformation and Welfare Systems
- China’s One Child Policy and Welfare
In the open air market in Beijing

Fancy Dumplings
Playing cards on the overnight train to Shanghai

Mimi bikes through the park in Hangzhou
SO MUCH LEARNING... ABOUT CHINA

Learning about Chinese Opera

Learning to play an erhu
SO MUCH LEARNING... ABOUT OURSELVES
So many new friends

JoAnn shares her camera

Jessica and Katie
SUCH BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE

Visiting the Forbidden City
At the Summer Palace
SUCH INCREDIBLE SIGHTS